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e.g.           dog                dogs                            door               doors 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

day ............     game ............     pen ............     garden  ............ 

way ............     apple ............     tray ............     table  ............ 

tree ............      book ............     bed ............       hill ............ 

       window ............      towel ............     coat ............       

 

 

 

1. Tom put four book in his bag. 

2. We had fish and chip for tea. 

3. Nina picked three apple from the garden.  

Plural means ‘more than one’. We add s to 

lots of words to make them more than one. 

Read each of these words and then write them 

again so that they mean more than one 

(plural). 

 

Read the following sentences to check that they 

make sense. Draw a circle round any words 

that need an ‘s’ on them. 
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On the line next to the sentence say whether the underlined word is 

one or more than one. 

1. The boys

2. The 

 played football.                         more than one 

cat

3. My 

 is running away.     

crayons

4. I had a very big 

 are all blunt.    

bag.       

 

--------------------------------- 

 

 

5. The pot had a pencil

   The pot had two pencils in it. 

 in it. 

6. Sally put the toy

 

 in the box. 

7. Tim planted a flower

 

 in the garden. 

8. I sent a card to my friend

 

. 

Remember, plural means ‘more than one’. We add 

s to lots of words to make them more than one. 

Write these sentences again so that the 

underlined words mean more than one (plural). 

I have done one for you. 
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days    games     pens     gardens 

ways     apples     trays     tables 

trees      books    beds       hills 

windows      towels    coats 

1. Tom put four book in his bag. 

2. We had fish and chip for tea. 

3. Nina picked three apple from the garden.  
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1. The boys

2. The 

 played football.     more than one 

cat

3. My 

 is running away.      one  

crayons

4. I had a very big 

 are all blunt.     more than one  

bag

6. Sally put the 

.           one 

toys

7. Tim planted 

 in the box. 

flowers

8. I sent 

 in the garden. 

cards to my friends

(6, 7. and 8. could have numbers before the nouns e.g. Tim planted five flowers in the garden.) 

. 

 

 

 


